Question Collection (Objective)
1. The ratio of volume and curved surface area of cylinder is 3:2 then find the radius of the
cylinder ?
a) 3⁄4
b) 3
c) 3⁄2
d) 6
2. If →.→ =
→
𝑎 𝑏
𝑎
a) Perpendicular

→ , then vectors → 𝑎𝑛𝑑 → 𝑎𝑟𝑒
𝑏
𝑎
𝑏
b) Parallel
c)Coincident

d) Null vector

3. If the circle touches x and y axis and whose radius is 5 unit, then center of circle is
a) (5, 0)
b) (0, 5)
c) (5, 5)
d) (0, 0)
4. The second derivative of y = 5x3 – 3x2 + 1 is
a) 30x – 6
b) 15x2 – 6x
5.

c) 20x

d) 0

c) secxtanx

d) –secxtanx

𝑑 sec 𝑥

is equal to
a) Tan2x
𝑑𝑥

b) –tan2x

6. The sum of square of direction cosine is equal to
a) 1
b) 0
c) 3

d) 3√3

7. klt–kTgLsf] ;+o'Qm gfddf kfl/t x'g] lnlvt /lhi6«]zg b:t'/df 5'6 slt x'G5 <
a) 5'6 x'Fb}g
b) dlxnf ;/x
c) %)Ü
d) s'g} klg xf]Og
8. hUuf wlg k|df0fk'hf{ kfPsf] slt lbg leq ph'/ ug{ ;lsG5 <
a) #) lbg
b) ^) lbg
c) () lbg
9. The algebraic sum of deviation of set of values from their mean is
a) Maximum
b) Minimum
c) Zero
determined

d) !@) lbg

d) Can't be

10. a/fa/ kl/lw ePsf Triangle, Square / Circle df s'g Figure sf] Area ;a} eGbf sd x'G5 <
a) Circle
b) Triangle
c) Square
d) Rectangle
11. What is the sum of exterior angles of any triangle ?
a) 10000
b) 1000g
c) 12000

d) 1200g

12. s'g} cw{j[Qsf] s]Gb|df slt l8u|Lsf] sf]0f aGb5 <
a) 900
b) 1800

d) 3600

c) 2700

13. When light passes from one medium to another medium, which of the following properties
remains constant ?
a) Velocity
b) Frequency
c) Wavelength
d) All of the above
14. hUuf gfkhfFr lgodfjnL @)%* sf] lgod sltdf gfkL sfof{nosf] sfd st{Josf] af/]df pNn]v 5 .
a) lgod !*
b) lgod !(
c) lgod @)
d) lgod @!

15. g]kfnsf] ;aeGbf pQ/L ljGb' s'g lhNnfdf kb{5 <
a) x'Dnf
b) d'u'
16. In polar coordinate system, r is equal to
𝑦
a) √𝑥 2 − 𝑦 2
b) (𝑥 )

c) tfKn]h'Ë

d) 8f]Nkf

𝑥

d) √𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2

c) (𝑥𝑦)

𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑥

17. Evaluating lim 𝑥
→0
a) Cosx
b) 0
c) ½
d) 1
b)
18. If a = (4, 3,9), b= (2,8,5) and c = (0,7,1) calculate the magnitude of 2a-5b+3c
a) √141
b) √21
c) √106
d) √93
19. %)) sf] &Ü ;+u !$) sf] slt Ü a/fa/ x'G5 <
a) @) Ü
b) @% Ü

c) !& Ü

d) ^=* Ü

20. The sum of ages of a father and his son is 55 years. After 16 years, the father will be twice as
old as his son. The present age of the son is
a) 42
b) 17
c) 23
d) 13
21. A bag contains 4 while marbles and 8 red marbles. If a marble is drawn, what is the
probability of drawing a white marble ?
a) 1⁄2
b) 1⁄3
c) 2⁄3
d) 2⁄9
22. The rectangular coordinate of (4, 𝑥⁄2) is
a) (- 4, 0)
b) ( 0, - 4)

c) (4, 0)

d) (0, 4)

23. The length of portion intercepted between the axes by the line 3x+4y = 12 is
a) 5
b) 6
c) 3⁄2
d) 7
24. The Figure, NOT in SCALE show triangle of height 4cn cut from a shaded square of sides
5cm. What is the area in cm2 of remaining shaded region of square ?
5cm
a) 5

4cm

b) 10

c) 15

d) 20

25. Expansion of 2p2 – 15p + 25 gives
a) (p – 5) (2p – 5)
b) (p – 5) (2p + 5)
c) (P + 5) (2p – 5)
d) (2p – 15) (p + 5)
26. Which one is considered as the best method for measuring dispersion ?
a) Range
b) Quartile
c) Mean deviation
d) Standard deviation
27. In the slope intercept form of straight line, if line passes through the origin then intercept is
a) y = 0
b) y = m
c) c = 0
d) c = x

28. A diagonal matrix having all the diagonal elements are equal, is called
a) Scalar matrix
b) Identity matrix
c) Symmetric matrix d) Diagonal matrix

29. If the line be parallel to the x – axis, then slope is equal to
a) 1
b) 1⁄
c) 0
√3
30. If 3x × 4x = zx, then the value of z is
a) 3
b) 4
1

a) 5

c) 6

d) 12

c) 47

d) 49

1

31. If x + 𝑥 = 7, find the value of x2 + 𝑥 2
a) 43
b) 45
32. If A = [

d) √3

1
𝑥+3
] is a symmetric then value of x is
2𝑥 + 1 𝑥 − 1
b) 3
c) 2

d) 7

33. In a triangle ABC, a = 5, b = c and c = 300, then area of the triangle is :
a) 7.5 sq.units
b) 15 sq.units
c) 30 sq.units
d) 60 sq.units
34. ;/sf/L ?kdf s;}sf] gfddf btf{ gePsf] v]tLof]Uo hUufnfO{ s] egLG5 <
a) ;fj{hlgs
b) ;/sf/L
c) P]nfgL
d) ljtf{
35. @)%* ;fndf nfu' ePsf] hUufsf] xsjGbL cg';f/ sf7df08f}+ pkTosfdf cfjf;sf] nfuL xbaGbL slt

tf]lsPsf] 5 <
a) !) /f]kgL

b) % /f]kgL

c) @) /f]kgL

d) @% /f]kgL

36. For a quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, if b2 – 4ac = 0, then the nature of roots are :
a) real and unequal b) real and equal
c) Imaginary & unequal
d) Non
37. Evaluating
a) 3

𝑙𝑖𝑚 5𝑥 2 + 3𝑥
, we get
𝑥→0
𝑥
b) - 3
c) 0

d) ∞

38. A spherical ball of lead is melted and made into smaller balls of half radius of the original
radius, how many numbers of such balls can be made ?
a) 4
b) 6
c) 8
d) 10
38. The area of a quadrilateral ABCED whose co-ordinates are A(4, 10), B(9, 7), C(11, 2) and
D(2, 2) is
a) 45.5
b) – 45.5
c) - 91
d) 91
39. The cross product of the same vector to itself is
a) 0
b) 1
c) ∞

d) 100

40. gbLsf] gfdn g]kfnsf sltj6f c+rnsf] gfdfs/0f ul/Psf] 5 .
a) *
b) (
c) !)

d) !!

41. g]kfnsf] ;aeGbf nfdf] lxdgbL s'g xf] <
a) s0ff{nL
b) lnv'

d) v'Da'

c) tdf]/

42. A card is drawn at random form an ordinary pack of 52 playing cards, the probability either
card drawn is heart or jack is
a) 16/52
b) 17/52
c) 13/52
d) 4/52
𝑥2

43. 1+ 2! +
a) ex

𝑥2
4!

+

𝑥6
6!

+ .................... ∞ is the expansion of.
b) e-x

c) 2(ex + e-x)

44. The square of standard deviation is known as
a) Quartile
b) Variance
c) Deviation

d)

𝑒 𝑥 +𝑒 −𝑥
2

d) Dispersion

45. The angle of elevation of sun when the length of the shadow of a tree is √3 times the height
of the tree is :
a) 30
b) 450
c) 600
d) 750
46. ;+;f/df rlr{t Search Engine Google sf] sfof{no sxfF 5 <
a) cd]/Lsfsf] Boulder
b) Sofg8fsf] Ottawa
c) cd]/Lsfsf] Virginia
d) Sofg8fsf] Vancouver
47. ljZj ;e]{If0f ;+:yf (FIG) sf] xfn} @% cf}+ s+u|]; a}7s sxfF ePsf] lyof] <
a) l;+ufk'/
b) dn]l;of
c) hfkfg

d) xªsË

48. gfkL ljefuaf6 k|sflzt dfggfk !:!),)),))) sf] g]kfnsf] gS;fdf ;df]Rr /]vfsf] cGt/ slt ld6/ 5

<

a) %))

b) &%)

c) !)))

49. ljZjsf] bf]>f] ;jf]{Rr lzv/ Mount K2 s'g b]zdf kb{5 <
a) ckmuflg:tfg
b) :jLh/Nof08
c) u|LgNof08

d) @)))
d) kfls:tfg

50. The wave length of light in air is 6000 A0 and in a medium is 4000 A0. Then refractive index
of the medium is
a) 1.2
b) 2.4
c) 1.5
d) 0.67
51. The light which deviates minimum is
a) Voilet
b) Red

c) Green

d) Yellow

52. g]kfn s'g b]zfGt/df kb{5 <
a) k"jL{ b]zfGt/
b) klZrdL b]zfGt/

c) pQ/L b]zfGt/

d) blIf0fL b]zfGt/

53. bf]>f] ;+ljwfg ;ef lgjf{rg @)&) slxn] ePsf] lyof] <

a) dfu{ @, @)&)

b) dfu{ #, @)&)

c) dfu{ $, @)&)

d) dfu{ %, @)&)

54. A body radiates some form of electromagnetic radiation if its temperature is grater than
a) 00K
b) 2730K
c) 3730K
d) 1000K
55. In election, candidate A got 54% vote and got majority of 48 votes, then total vote counted is
a) 480
b) 600
c) 1200
d) 960
56. If two angle of a triangle are 300 and 600, then the corresponding ratio of the sides is
a) 1: √3 : √2
b) 1 : 3 :2
c) 1 : 3 : √2
d) 1 : √3 : 2
57. Focal length of a plane mirror is
a) Zero
b) Infinite
58. Blue color of the sky is due to
a) Scattering of light
c) Interference

c) Negative

d) Positive

b) Dispersion of light
d) Sun emits the blue light predominantly

59. The angle of prism is 300. The rays incident at 600 at one refracting surface suffer a deviation
of 300. Then the angle of emergence is
a) 00
b) 300
c) 600
d) 900
60. Which of the following is true for the wavelength of radiation ?
a) Violet<Blue<Green<Red
b) Violet>Blue>Green>Red
c) Violet<Green<Blue<Red
d) Vilot>Green>Blue>Red
61. Multiplicative constant 100 / additive constant 2 ePsf] s'g} tachometer n] 0.25m staff
intercept sf6\5 eg] tachometer / staff larsf] b'/L stL x'G5 <
a) 25 m
b) 24 m
c) 26 m
d) 27 m
62. A conic section having eccentricity unity is called......
a) ellipse
b) parabola
c) hyperbola

d) Circle

63. If the lines 6x+8y+9=0 and 3x+ky+3=0 are parallel then find k
a) k = -4
b) k = 8
c) k = -8
d) k = 4
64. lghfdtL sd{rf/Lsf] slt /sd :jf:Yo aLdf ul/g] pb]3f]if cf=j= @)&).&! sf] jh]6n] u/]sf] 5 <
a) # nfv ;Dd
b) $ nfv ;Dd
c) % nfv ;Dd
d) ^ nfv ;Dd
65. ;]–kf]S;'08f] tfn s'g cfsf/sf] 5 <
a) Y cfsf/sf]
b) X cfsf/sf]

c) V cfsf/sf]

66. l;df :tDe ;e]{If0f ug{ s'g t/Lsf ckgfO{G5 <
a) Triangulation
b) Traverse
c) Tacheometry
67. Mirages are observed in deserts due to the phenomenon of

d) Z cfsf/sf]

d) Trilateration

a) Interference
above

b) Total internal reflection

68. d'Qm sd}of 3f]if0ff ePsf] ldlt s'g xf] <
a) @)%^.$.@
b) @)%*.$.@

c) Scattering

c) @)%&.$.@

d) None of the

d) @)%%.$.@

69. g]kfnnfO{ gfk gSzf k|of]hgsf nfuL ljefhg u/]sf] Ps Zone df sltj6f u|L8;L6x? 5g\ <
a) ^)
b) $)
c) !*)
d) !@)
70. Land Capability map series of Nepal was prepared with the support of
a) FINLAND
b) RUSSIA
c) INDIA
d) CANADA
71. g]kfnsf] :yn?k gSzfx?df ;w}e/L lxpF hDg] 7fpFsf ;df]Rr /]vfx? s:tf] /+uaf6 b]vfOPsf] 5 <
a) v}/f]
b) sfnf]
c) lgnf]
d) ;]tf]
72. hUuf gfkhfFr ubf{ hUufsf] gSzf s;n] tf]ssf] 9fFrfdf tof/ ul/G5 <
a) gfkL ljefusf dxflgb]{zs
b) lsQfgfkL dxfzfvf k|d'v
c) vuf]n tyf e"dfkg dxfzfvf k|d'v
d) e"ld;'wf/ tyf Joj:yf dGqfnosf] ;lrj
73. e"ld ;DaGwL P]g sf] s'g bkmfn] hUufsf] xbjGbL ;DaGwL Joj:yf u/]sf] 5 <
a) bkmf ^
b) bkmf &
c) bkmf *
d) bkmf (
74. g]kfnsf] d'n'sL P]gn] s'g dxndf hUuf cfjb ug]{ ;DaGwL Joj:yf u/]sf] 5 <
a) dxn ^
b) dxn &
c) dxn *
d) dxn (
75. l;=6 g+= !%&–))!&–$ sf] bflxg] k§L s'g l;6 kb{5 <
a) !%&–))!&–#
b) !%&–))!*–#
c) !%*–))!*–@

d) !%&–))!&–@

76. Ps x]S6/df stL /f]kgL x'G5 <
a) !*=^% /f]kgL
b) !(=^% /f]kgL

d) @!=^% /f]kgL

c) @)=^% /f]kgL

77. hUuf wgL t]/Lh a0ff{g'qmddf ldnfpFbf ;a}eGbf klxnf] s'g cIf/ cfpF5 <
a) >L
b) s
c) c
d) ç
78. cGt/fli6«o GIS day s'g lbg dgfOG5 <
a) Nov 19
b) July 4
79. In geodetic surveying level surface is
a. A plane surface
c. A curve surface never
surface
80. Complete datum transformation requires
a. 7 parameters
b.9 parameters

c) Oct 24

d) Feb 7

b. A curve surface
d. Sometimes a plane and sometimes a curve

c. 6 parameters

d.8 parameters

81. Gravity anomaly at any latitude is defined as the difference between the
a. Gravity at earth surface and gravity at geoidal surface

b. Gravity at ellipsoidal surface & gravity at earth surface and
c. Gravity at two points of a geoidal surface
d. Gravity at geoidal and ellipsoidal surface
82. Which of the followings give the most accurate GPS coordinate ?
a. Static GPS receiving technique
b. DGPS technique
c. RTK technique
d. WASS technique
83. The angle between the perigee and current location of satellite is called
a. Eccentricity (e)
c. Argument of Perigee (𝜔)

b. Inclination (I)
d. True anomaly (v)

84. Which of the followings is true when the star is at horizon ?
a. The altitude will be zero
b. The zenith distance will be 900
c. Either a or b
d.Both a and b
85. The orbital plane of Earth is tilted to the ecliptic plane at an angle of :
a. 5.20
b. 27.5
c. 23.50
86. Solar day is …………….. than sidereal day
a. 4 second longer
c. 4 minute shorter
87. Full moon occurs in
a. Opposition
Differentiation

b. Conjuction

d. 29.50

b. 4 second shorter
d. 4 minute longer

c. Elongation

d.

88. In celestial latitude and longitude system, primary plane is
a. Ecliptic
b. Equator
c. Horizon
89. Refraction correction is taken as …. times of curvature correction
a. 7
b. 0.785
c. 0.328
90. Prime Vertical is perpendicular to
a. Observer's Meridian
c. Ecliptic

b. Horizon
d. Equator

91. First point of Aries is also known as
a. Summer solistice
c. Autumnal Equinox

b. Vernal Equinox
d. Winter Solistice

d. None

d. 0.143

92. The ellipsoid obtained by rotation of earth about its minor axis is
a. Prolate spheroid
b. Oblate spheroid
c. Duplate spheroid
d. None of he above
93. The best fitting is one such that
a. The sum the squares of the several deflection of vertical is minimum
b. The sum the square root of the several deflection of vertical is minimum

c. The sum of the squares of several gravity anomaly is minimum
d. The sum of the square root of several gravity anomaly is minimum
94. The convergence of the meridian is the
a. Difference between the astronomical azimuth and the computed bearing
b. Difference between the astronomical latitude and the terrestrial latitude
c. Difference between astronomical longitude and the terrestrial latitude
d. None of the above
95. The resultant force due to the Gravitational force of the earth and the centrifugal force is
a. Gravity Vector
b. Gravitational Potential
c. Equipotential Surface
d. Gravity
96. Which one of the following satellite orbit must be (not can be) a circular orbit
a. Polar orbit
b. Geostationary orbit
c. Low earth orbit
d. Medium earth orbit
97. The use of Choke ring antenna improves the error due to
a. Multipath
b. Ionospheric delay
c. Antispoofing
d. Selective Availability
98. The astronomical triangle is formed by the lines joining arc of
a. Declination, latitude and altitude
b. Co-declination, Co-latitude and Co-altitude
c. Declination, hour circle, Observer's meridian
d. Declination Hour angle and azimuth
99. The line passing through the centre of camera lens and perpendicular to the negative and
photograph place is called.
a. Optical axis
b. Camera axis
c. Nadir Line
d. Flight Line
100. The origin point of the Tilted photograph is.
a. Principal point
b. Nodal point
c. Isocentre

d. Nadir point

100. In the aerial photograph which type of projection happens?
a. Perspective projection
b. Parallel projection
c. Orthogonal projection
d. Conformant projection
101. Which statement is true?
a. In vertical photograph image plane focal plane and object plane are tangential to each other
b. In vertical photograph image place focal place and object plane line & single line
c. In vertical photograph image plane focal plane and object plane are parallel to each other
d. In tilted photograph image plane focal plane and object plane are tangential to each other
102. Which statement is not true?
a. Flying height is inversely proportional to contour interval
b. Flying height is directly proportional to c-factor
c. Flying height is directly proportional to contour interval

d. The product of contour interval and c-factor gives flying height
103. In photogrammetry, which transformation is mostly suited for orientation of aerial
photographs to represent the actual terrain?
a. Affine transformation
b. Similarity transformation
c. Projective transformation
d. Similarity & projective transformation
104. When did the first aerial photograph capture?
a. 1901 A.D
b. 1958 A.D
c. 1859 A.D.

d. 1909 A.D.

105. For the stereo-viewing of the aerial photograph the longitudinal overlap between two
photographs is
a. At least 50%
b. 70%
c. 30%
d. 45%
106. Which type of camera is used to capture aerial photograph for topographical map preparation?
a. Narrow angle
b. Normal angle
c. Wide angle
d. Super wide angle
107. In processing the aerial photograph in dark room which color light is used?
a. Ultravoilet
b. Green
c. Blue
d. Orange
108. If tan-1 x + tan-1 y + tan-1 z =
(a) x + y+ z = xyz
(c) x2 + y2 + 2xy = 1


then.
2
(b) xy + yz + zx = 1
(d) x2 + y2 + z2 + 2xyz = 1

109.The value of tan 1050 is
(b) 2+ 3

(a) -2- 3

(c) -2+ 3

110.The popular equation r2 = 32 cosec  represents :
(a) Circle
(b) Parabola
(c) hyperbola
d
111.The value of
sin 1 x  cos 1 x is :
dx
2

(a) sin-1x
(b)
(c)
2
1 x2



(d) 2- 3

(d) straight line



(d) 0

6 x 2  x  15
112.What is the lowest term of the following equation:?
4x 2  4x  3
3x  5
3x  5
2x  1
2x  1
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
3x  5
3x  5
2x  1
2x  1

1 x
=
2
(a) sin -1 x

113. 39. 2x-1

(b) cos-1 x

(c) tan-1 x

(d) cot -1 x

114.The focal distance of a point P on the parabola y2 = 12x in which the ordinate of P is 6 is :
(a) 12
(b) 4
(c) 3
(d) 6
115.

af6 transparent sheet nfO negative agfpFbf light source sxfF /flvG5 ?
Copy board sf] cUffl8
b. Copy board k5fl8

Process camera
a.

c. Copy board cUffl8
116. Linear feature

d. sg}

klg xf]Og

df gfd s'g cg';f/ /flvG5 <

a. Arbitrarily
117.

k5fl8 hxfF /fv] klg x'G5

b. Randomly

c. Parallely

In contact photography which original is use?
a. Opaque
b. Transparent c. Semi-Transparent

d. Transversally

d. Both

118. Printing plate is made up of
a. Copper
119.

b. Aluminium

c. Chromium

d. Antimony

g]kfnsf] k|of]]udf NofOPsf] offset press slt j6f cylinder unit 5 <
a. 1

b. 2

c. 4

d. 6

120. What is the size of Heidelberg Printing machine which is at Topographical Survey Branch?
a. 32 “x 40 ”

b. 30 ” x 42 “

c. 28 “ x 40 “

d. 30” x 30 “

121. Which originals are used to make plate in CTP technology?
a. positive

b. negative

c. both a and b d. digital data

122.Clear uncoated myler sheets are used for lettering stick-ups, the clear sheet is
a. Negative
b. Positive
c. Both of them
d. None of them
123.If a scale of 1:25,000 is to be reduced, the reduction percentage is 50 %, then the output or
desired scale will be:
a. 1:12,500
b. 1:25,000
c. 1:50,000
d. 1:1,00,000
124.The scale factor at the central meridian in case of UTM projection is
a. 0.9999
b. 0.9998
c. 0.9996
d. 0.9994
125.Orthophoto is an example of:
a. DCM
b. DLM
above

c. DIM

d. None of the

126.Serifs/sans serif, classic/ modern and roman/Italic belong to which element of typographic
design?
a. Type Form
b. Type Style
c. Type Size
d. Type Colour
127.Thematic map type used to represent location, distribution and nature of nominal phenomena
extending over areas is called
a. Chorochromatic
b. Dot density
c. Flowline
d. Choropleth
128.Following picture shows the source map, generalized map (at source scale) and the
generalized map on the final scale, what basic rule is applied?

a. Exaggeration

b. Emphasis

c. Classification

d. Aggregation

129.According to the additive principle of colour, the result of the combination of the primary
colours Red and Blue is:
a. Yellow
b. Magenta
c. Cyan
d. White
130.What is the scale of topographical base map of sheet number 2785 12?
a. 1:100000
b. 1: 250000
c. 1:50000
d. 1:25000
131.The scale distortion on a map at the point of tangent between map point and earth surface is
a. maximum
b. minimum
c. unity
d. zero
132.Pantograph is used as a ……….. method for reduction and enlargement of maps.
a. graphical
b. mechanical
c. digital.
d. optical
133.Normally dynamic map offers the facility of ……………
a. Panning and zooming
b. animation
c. Sound and videos

d. None of above

134.Which visual variable is used in chorochromatic maps?
a. colour
b. value
c. texture
d. size
135.If angular measurement of a traverse are more accurate than the linear measurements,
balancing of the traverse is generally done by
a. Bowditch’s rule
b. Transit rule
c. Arbitrary method
d.
Axis
method

136. If the R.L. of the point A is 102.5 m, B.S. reading and F.S. reading are 1.25 m and 1.75 m, then the
R.L. of point B is
a. 103.5 m
b. 101.5 m
c. 103 m
d. 102 m
137. Which is the largest scale?
a. 1:500
b. 1cm=10 m

c. 1cm=4 km

d. 1’’=100’

138. In telescopic alidade V-scale ranges from
a. ± 1 to 40
b. 1 to 20

c. 1 to 40

d. ±1 to 20

139. What is the back bearing of the line BA, if fore bearing of the line AB is 300
a. 2100
b. 300
c. 1500

d. 1200

140. Assuming that a draftman can plot a distance as small as 0.25 mm, and the scale of plotting is 1 in
1,00,000, the distances in the field can be measured to the nearest
a. 0.25 m
b. 2.5 m
c. 25.0 m
d.250.0 m
141. The map which depict the natural features as well as nature of terrain of a country are known as
a. Cadastral Map
b. Topographical Map c. Political Map
d. Demographic Map
142. Which of the following sight is known as positive sight in levelling?
a. Back Sight
b. Intermediate Sight
c. Fore Sight

d. Turning sight

143. If the number of sides of the loop traverse is 8, then the sum of measured exterior angles should be
equal to
a. 1080°
b. 1200°
c. 1800°
d. 2000°
144. What is the value of One Nautical miles?
a. 1609.3 m
b. 1852 km
145. Map which shows the potential use of unit of land is
a. Land use map
b. Land capability map

c. 1609.3 km

d. 1852 m

c. Land zoning map d. Cadastral map

146.By arithmetic check, we ensure the accuracy of
a. Field work
c. Calculation
c. Both field work and calculation
d. None of the above
147. Which is mathematical Surface of earth?
a. Ellipsoid
b. Geoid
c. Level Surface
d. Topography of earth
148. Which is full form of GPS?
a. Geodetic positioning system
b. Global positioning Survey
c. Geodetic positioning survey
d. Global positioning System
149. Which error in not eliminated when level instrument is set up at middle between two staves.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Collimation error
Curvature error
Zero error
Refraction error

150. Which does not lie in TOR?
a. Purpose of work
b. Methods to be adopted
c. Accuracy to be achieved
d. Precision of instrument
151. A tie line is run
a. To check the accuracy of the field work
b. To locate details which are away from the chain line
c. Between main survey lines
d. Parallel to survey lines
152. If the magnetic declination of the sun at noon is 185◦, then the magnetic declination is
a. 5W
b. 5E
c. 185W
d. 185E
153. The coordinate system of Nepal is based on
a. Magnetic Meridian
c. Grid Meridian
b. True Meridian
d. Arbitrary Meridian
154. If distance is measured with EDM and angle is measured with compass in preparation of topographic
mapping, which of the following rule does it violate ?
a. Consistency of work
c. Independent check
b. Economy of work
d. Whole to the part

155. When Remote Sensing is not used?
a. For Synoptic view
c. For real time measurement

b. For inaccessible area
d. For Small area

156. Objects in Remote sensing are detected by measuring,
a.Coordinates
b. Reflected Energy
c.Distance
d.Incedent Energy
157. Unique reflecting property of objects depends on,
a.Structral property
b.Chemical property
c.Physical property
d.All of the above
158. Sky appears blue during day time due to,
a. Mie Scattering
c. Ray leigh Scattering

b.Non Selective Scattering
d.Selective Scattering

159. Digital Camera in day time is an example of
a.Active Remote Sensing
c.Radar Remote Sensing

b.Passive Remote Sensing
c.All of the above

160. Which resolution is related with the detection of small difference in reflected energy?
a.Spatial resolution
b.Spectral resolution
c.Radiometric resolution
d.Temporal resolution
170. Distortion related with individual pixel is,
a. Noise
c. Stripping error

b.Dropped line error
d.Sun angle error

171. The principal point on an aerial photographs can be located by
a. Joining a line between same side of two fiducial marks
b. Joining a line between opposite side of two fiducial marks
c. Joining a line between two nearer fiducial marks
d. All of the above

172. Which of the following method stretches DN value range to full range(0-255) of 8 bit image
in linear manner?
a.Filtering
b.Linear Stretch
c.Histogram Equalization
d.Destripping

173. Which of the following statements is true?
a.A greater area can be covered in oblique rather than vertical photograph.
b.An equal area is covered by both vertical and oblique aerial photograph.
c.A greater area can be covered in vertical rather than oblique aerial photograph.
d.None of the above
174.Angle between flight line and the edge of the photograph in the direction of the flight is
called
a.Drift
b.Tilt
c.crab
d.Swing
175.Relief displacement in a vertical photograph is measured from
a. Nadir point
c. principal point
b. Fiducial centre
d. perspective centre
176. Perspective centre relates to
a. parallel projection
b. orthogonal projection

d.

c. Perspective projection
None of the above

177. Relating an image coordinate system to the camera system is called
a. Interior orientation
c. Relative orientation
b. Exterior orientation
d. Absolute orientation
178. Which band isn't used in photogrammetry?

a. Red

b. Green

c. Infrared

d. Blue

179. Angle between flight line and the edge of the photograph in the direction of the flight is
called
a.Drift
b.Tilt
c.crab
d.Swing
180. Relief displacement in a vertical photograph is measured from
c. Nadir point
c. principal point
d. Fiducial centre
d. perspective centre
181.Perspective centre relates to
c. parallel projection
d. orthogonal projection

d.

c. Perspective projection
None of the above

182. Relating an image coordinate system to the camera system is called
c. Interior orientation
c. Relative orientation
d. Exterior orientation
d. Absolute orientation
183. Which band isn't used in photogrammetry?
a. Red
b. Green

c. Infrared

184.Which of the following countries follows folio principle?
a. Malaysia
b. Australia
c. Denmark

d. Blue

d. Switzerland

185.Which of the followings is not the principle of land governance?
a. Accountability
c. Security

b. Privatization
d. Rule of Law

186.Birta abolishment act was released in :
a.2020 BS
c.2016 BS

b.2034 BS
d.2021 BS

187.Which of followings is not the characteristics or element of deed registration system ?
a. Logging of time of entry
b.Indexing of
instrument
c. Archiving of document
d.Guaranteed
ownership
188.The provision of tenure of tentant (Mohiyani Haque) is stated in ………………
a.Land Survey and measurement act 2019
b.Land Related Act,
2021
c.Local Governance Act 2055
c.Land Acquisition
Act 2034

189.Which of the following is not untrue about Nepalese Land Administration System?

a.Multipurpose System
System
c.Title Guarantee
Information System

b.Statutory land tenure
d.Integrated Land

190.The restoration of land rights to rightful owner is:
a. tenurial reform
c. land redistribution
191.Which of the followings is the root cause of land conflict?
a.Position
b. Need
Desire

b.land restitution
d.land consolidation

c. Interest

d.

192.The unified approach is proposed to bring land revenue office and survey office under same
roof. This is according to justification of Cadatre Vision 2014
a. Statement 1
b. Statement 2
c. Statement 3
d. Statement 4
193.According to the FIG definition, cadastre is a
a.Legal
c. Systematically arranged public inventory

b. Object
d. Properties

A-2
194.The land law that is written and well codified is:
a.Statuory law
c.Customary Law

b.Common law
d.None

195.Which of the following statement is not true ?
a.Land Registration is a process of recording of rights in land through deeds or as title
on properties
b.Land registration gives an answer to the question "Where" and "how much"
c.Cadastre is an information system consisting of two parts – a series of maps or plans
and text records
d.Land registration and cadaster compliments each other
196.Land Administration deals with
a. Land Ownership
c. Land Use

b. Land Value
d. All of the above

197.The state has financial guarantee in terms of liability for the registration process. It is the
provision of
a. Mirror Principle
b. Curtain Principle
c. Insurance Principle
d. None
198.According to National Land Use Policy 2069, open area falls under which of the following
categories?

a. Agriculture
above

b. Public Service

c. Residential

199.Land ceiling for residential purpose in Kathmandu valley is :
a.5 ropani
c.25 ropani

d. None of the

b.20 ropani
d.70 ropani

200.The System of providing land to the government employees and soldiers instead of cash salary
is
a.Jagir
b.Birta
c.Rakam
d.Raikar
201.Which of the followings is non-formal land tenure?
a.Raikar
c.Guthi

b.State
d.Slum

202.of the followings is not a type of land reform
a.Agrarian Collectivisation
c.Land Nationalization

b.Land Pluralization
d.Land Consolidation

203.The method of land reform in which all landowners within an area surrender their land are
allocated new parcels of comparable value but in pattern that encourages the more efficient
and productive use of the land is …..
a. Land acquisition
b. Land readjustment
c. Land consolidation
d. Land development
204.Project life cycle is
a. Planning, Execution, Termination
b. Conceptual, Planning, Execution, Termination
c. Planning, Conceptual, Execution, Termination
d. Termination, Planning, Conceptual
205.Which is not a source of error
a. Personal
b. Instrumental
c. Environmental
206.Tachometer measures distance using
a. Wavelength measurement
c. Time duration measurement

d. Random

b.Direct measurement
d.Optical measurement

207.Land use map, soil map, hydrological map are examples of
a. Thematic map
b. Base map
c. Reference map
d. Accessibility map
208.Which device is used to find the perpendicularity of a line ?
a. Alidade
b. Optical square
c. Clinometer
209.Barometer is used to measure

d. Planimeter

a. Temperature

b. Height

210.Location data can be represented as
a. Address
b. Grid reference

c. Pressure

d. Gravity

c. Coordinates

d. All

211.If distance is measured with EDM and angle is measured with compass in preparation of
topographic mapping, which of the following rule does it violate?
a. Consistency of work
b. Economy of work
c. Independent check
d. Whole to the part.
212.If the R.L of the point A is 102.5m, B.S. reading is 1.25m and F.S. reading is 1.75m, then
the R.L. of point B is
a. 103.5m
b. 101.5m
c. 103m
d. 102m
213.The whole circle bearing of a line whose quadrantal bearing is N53030'W is
a. 53030'
b. 233030'
c. 306030'
d. 232030'
214.The methods of geodetic surveying can be used when the extent of area is greater than
a. 500 sq km
b. 5000 sq km
c. 2500 sq km
d. 250 sq km
215.Which of the following data types as per measurement scale has absolute zero value ?
a. Nominal
b. Interval
c. Ordinal
d. Ratio
216.1 Ropani is equal to ………… Square feet.
a. 5476
b. 508.74
217.Which of the following is the smallest scale ?
a. 1 : 500
b. 1 cm = 10 m

c. 63360

c. 1 cm = 4 km

d. 456

d. 1" = 100'

218.Grid convergence is the angle between:
a. True meridian and magnetic meridian
b. Grid meridian and magnetic meridian
c. True meridian and grid meridian
d. Grid meridian and arbitrary meridian
219.Angle made towards north or south, by the ellipsoidal normal passing through that point, with
equatorial plane is called:
a. Latitude
b. Longitude
c. Declination
d. Azimuth
220.Which of the following is not true in Theodolite ?
a. The horizontal axis should be normal to vertical axis
b. Line of sight should be normal to horizontal axis
c. Line of sight shouldnot be normal to vertical axis
d. Line of sight should be normal to vertical axis

221.DEM, used to represent terrain is the ……………………….. form of representation.
a. Vector
b. Raster
c. Hybrid
d. Tabular
222.Surveyor should accurately measure, record and interpret all data and offer impartial advice.
Which ethical principle does the statement state ?
a. Honesty and Integrity
b. Independence
c. Care and Competence
d. Duty
223.Bowditch rule for adjustment is used when:
a. Angle and distance are measured with same precision
b. Angle measurement is more precise than distance measurement
c. Distance measurement is more precise than angle measurement
d. None of above
224.Which of the following countries follows folio principle?
a. Malaysia
b. Australia
c. Denmark

d. Switzerland

225.Which of the followings is not the principle of land governance?
a. Accountability
c. Security

b. Privatization
d. Rule of Law

226.Birta abolishment act was released in :
a.2020 BS
c.2016 BS

b.2034 BS
d.2021 BS

227.Which of followings is not the characteristics or element of deed registration system ?
a. Logging of time of entry
b.Indexing of
instrument
c. Archiving of document
d.Guaranteed
ownership
228.The provision of tenure of tentant (Mohiyani Haque) is stated in ………………
a.Land Survey and measurement act 2019
b.Land Related Act,
2021
c.Local Governance Act 2055
c.Land Acquisition
Act 2034

229.Which of the following is not untrue about Nepalese Land Administration System?
a.Multipurpose System
b.Statutory land tenure
System
c.Title Guarantee
d.Integrated Land
Information System
230.The restoration of land rights to rightful owner is:
a. tenurial reform
c. land redistribution

b.land restitution
d.land consolidation

231.Which of the followings is the root cause of land conflict?
a.Position
b. Need
Desire

c. Interest

d.

232.The unified approach is proposed to bring land revenue office and survey office under same
roof. This is according to justification of Cadatre Vision 2014
a. Statement 1
b. Statement 2
c. Statement 3
d. Statement 4
233.According to the FIG definition, cadastre is a
a.Legal
c. Systematically arranged public inventory

b. Object
d. Properties

A-2
234.The land law that is written and well codified is:
a.Statuory law
c.Customary Law

b.Common law
d.None

235.Which of the following statement is not true ?
a.Land Registration is a process of recording of rights in land through deeds or as title
on properties
b.Land registration gives an answer to the question "Where" and "how much"
c.Cadastre is an information system consisting of two parts – a series of maps or plans
and text records
d.Land registration and cadaster compliments each other
236.Land Administration deals with
a. Land Ownership
c. Land Use

b. Land Value
d. All of the above

237.The state has financial guarantee in terms of liability for the registration process. It is the
provision of
a. Mirror Principle
b. Curtain Principle
c. Insurance Principle
d. None
238.According to National Land Use Policy 2069, open area falls under which of the following
categories?
a. Agriculture
b. Public Service
c. Residential
d. None of the
above
239.Land ceiling for residential purpose in Kathmandu valley is :
a.5 ropani
c.25 ropani

b.20 ropani
d.70 ropani

240.The System of providing land to the government employees and soldiers instead of cash salary
is
a.Jagir
b.Birta
c.Rakam
d.Raikar
241.Which of the followings is non-formal land tenure?
a.Raikar
c.Guthi

b.State
d.Slum

242.of the followings is not a type of land reform
a.Agrarian Collectivisation
c.Land Nationalization

b.Land Pluralization
d.Land Consolidation

243.The method of land reform in which all landowners within an area surrender their land are
allocated new parcels of comparable value but in pattern that encourages the more efficient
and productive use of the land is …..
a. Land acquisition
b. Land readjustment
c. Land consolidation
d. Land development
244. Which of the following systems software does the job of merging the records from two files into one
?
a. Security software
b. Utility program
c. Networking software
d. Documentation system
245. Using find command in MS-Word, we can search:
a. Characters
b. Formats
c. Symbols

d. All of the above

246. Which topology requires a multipoint connection ?
a. Mesh
b. Star
c. Bus

d. Ring

247. Full form of HTML is
a. Hyper Transmission Method Line
c. Hyper Text Markup Language

b. Huge Text Markup Language
d. Hyper Text Markdown Language

248. Data Type of True/False variable is
a. Integer
b. Float

c. Boolen

249. The technology of Fourth Generation Computers are based on :
a. Transistor
b. ICs
c. Vacuum Tubes

d. String

d. Microprocessors

250. DROP TABLE table_name. This SQL statement can be used for :
a. adding a new column
b. deleting a column
c. changing the column data type
d. deleting a table
251. Strong password should be
a. More than 8 characters long
c. Not a dictionary word

b. Contain numbers, symbols and uppercase
d. All of the above

252. The directions that controls the input, output and processes are provided by :
a. Hardware
b. Software
c. RAM
d. None of the above
253. What is the class of IP address 192.168.1.1 ?
a. A
b. B
c. C

d. D

254. Transactions manager in DBMS is responsible for :
a. All-or-nothing semantics
b. Consistency of transaction
c. Durability of Transaction
d. All of above
255. Copy con lmtc.doc : What does this command does ?
a. copy a file
b. Create file
c. Move file
256. ALTER TABLE table_name
This SQL statement can be used for :
a.Adding a new column
c. Changing the column data type
257.The format painter

d. Cut a file

b. Deleting column
d. All of above

in word and excel software allows us to :

a. Makes the similar font type
c. Format the appearance of font

b. Format the size of font
d. All of above

258. The symbol in the figure in flow chart represents

a.Input

b. Output

c. Decision

d. Termination

259. What gets printed with the following command in Python programming ?
Print type (1/2)
a.<type 'int'>
b. <type 'number'>
c. <type 'float'>
d. <type 'double'>
260. A row in a relation, in a relational database, is called
a.Objects
b. Records
c. Tuples
261. A byte can be characterized by :
a.A series of 8 bits
b. 2^8 compbination
c. Both
d. None of above
262. The python code for defining a function is :
a. print "Hello World"
b. def HelloWorld ():
print "Hello World"
c. def HelloWorld()

d. All of them

print "Hello World"
d. def HelloWorld()
print Hello World
263. Which one of the following is not a secondary storage ?
a. Magnetic disks
b. Magnetic tapes
c. RAM

d. None of the above

264.The orbit used by meteorological satellites is
a. Sun-synchronous orbit
c. Polar orbit

b. Geostationary orbit
d. Non-polar orbit

265.Histogram represents
a. Spatial average of each pixels
c. Number of pixels at each DN value

b.Geometric distortions of objects
d.Spatial average of each pixels

266.Electromagnetic energy can be modeled
a. As photons
b. As waves
c. Both as photons and waves
d. As vibrating fields
267.The instruments which provide electromagnetric radiation of specified wavelength or a band
of wave lengths to illuminate the earth surface are called:
a. Sensors
b. Passive sensors
c. Active sensors
d.
None
268.Why is ocean blue ?
a. Because it reflects blue bands/light
b. Because it absorbs blue band/light
c. Because it reflects red and green bands/lights
d. All of the above

269.Which procedure removes systematically bad scan line in an image ?
a. Destriping
b. Band ratioing
c. Stretch
correction

d.Haze

270.Which of the following uses their own source of microwave radiation to illuminate the target
?
a. LIDAR
b. RADAR
c. LADAR
d.
Laser
271.Which of the following is not true regarding unsupervised approach ?
a. Consider only spectral distance measures
b. Maximum user interaction
c. requires interpretation after classification
d. Based on spectral groupings
272.Which of the following is not sensor parameter ?

a. Wavelength
Terrain slope

b. Incidence angle

273.The wavelength of visible light ranges from
a. 0.4-0.7𝜇𝑚
b. 0.4-0.7nm
0.7m
274.Panchromatic image has
a. Higher spectral resolution
c. Higher spatial resolution

c. Polarization

d.

c. 0.4-0.7mm

d. 0.4-

b. Lower spectral resolution
d. (b) and (c) both

275.The ability to define fine wavelength intervals is
a. Spatial Resolution
b. Spectral Resolution
c. Radiometric Resolution
d. Temporal Resolution
276.The disadvantages of image classification are
a. Analyze theoretic characteristics of object based on brightness values
b. Create more than one feature class for one land cover/use class
c. Translate continuous variability of image data into map patterns
d. Find anomalous patterns in image data set
277.Sets of pixels that represent what is recognized as a potential class is known as
a. Feature space
b. Feature class
c. Cluster
d. Training sample
278.Atmospheric transmission of EMR is known as atmospheric……….
a. Window
b. Troposphere
c. Door

d. Mesosphere

279.Cloud appears white to our eyes due to
a. Rayleigh Scattering
b. Mie Scattering
c. Non Selective Scattering
d. Diffusion
280.Object in remote Sensing are detected by measuring
a. Coordinates
b. Reflected energy
c. Distance
d. Incident energy
281.Pushbroom scanner scan the image data
a. Across the track, one pixel at a time
c. Across the track, one line at a time

b. Along the track, one pixel at a time
d. Along the track, one line at a time

282.For a 8 bit image, the range of DN value will be
a. 0-63
b. 0-255

c. 0-511

283.The ratio of correctly classified data to the column total is defined by
a. User accuracy
b. Commission error

d. 0-1023

c. Producer accuracy

d. Omission error

284.Project life cycle is
a. Planning, Execution, Termination
b. Conceptual, Planning, Execution, Termination
c. Planning, Conceptual, Execution, Termination
d. Termination, Planning, Conceptual
285.Which is not a source of error
a. Personal
b. Instrumental

c. Environmental

286.Tacheometer measures distance using
a. Wavelength measurement
c. Time duration measurement

b.Direct measurement
d.Optical measurement

d. Random

287.Land use map, soil map, hydrological map are examples of
a. Thematic map
b. Base map
c. Reference map
d. Accessibility map
288.Which device is used to find the perpendicularity of a line ?
a. Alidade
b. Optical square
c. Clinometer

d. Planimeter

289.Barometer is used to measure
a. Temperature

b. Height

290.Location data can be represented as
a. Address
b. Grid reference

c. Pressure

d. Gravity

c. Coordinates

d. All

291.If distance is measured with EDM and angle is measured with compass in preparation of
topographic mapping, which of the following rule does it violate?
a. Consistency of work
b. Economy of work
c. Independent check
d. Whole to the part.
292.If the R.L of the point A is 102.5m, B.S. reading is 1.25m and F.S. reading is 1.75m, then
the R.L. of point B is
a. 103.5m
b. 101.5m
c. 103m
d. 102m
293.The whole circle bearing of a line whose quadrantal bearing is N53030'W is
a. 53030'
b. 233030'
c. 306030'
d. 232030'
294.The methods of geodetic surveying can be used when the extent of area is grater than
a. 500 sq km
b. 5000 sq km
c. 2500 sq km
d. 250 sq km
295.Which of the following data types as per measurement scale has absolute zero value ?
a. Nominal
b. Interval
c. Ordinal
d. Ration

296.1 Ropani is equal to ………… Square feet.
a. 5476
b. 508.74
297.Which of the following is the smallest scale ?
a. 1 : 500
b. 1 cm = 10 m

c. 63360

c. 1 cm = 4 km

d. 456

d. 1" = 100'

298.Grid convergence is the angle between:
a. True meridian and magnetic meridian
b. Grid meridian and magnetic meridian
c. True meridian and grid meridian
d. Grid meridian and arbitrary meridian
299.Angle made towards north or south, by the ellipsoidal normal passing through that point, with
equatorial plane is called:
a. Latitude
b. Longitude
c. Declination
d. Azimuth
300.Which of the following is not true in Theodolite ?
a. The horizontal axis should be normal to vertical axis
b. Line of sight should be normal to horizontal axis
c. Line of sight shouldnot be normal to vertical axis
d. Line of sight should be normal to vertical axis
301.DEM, used to represent terrain is the ……………………….. form of representation.
a. Vector
b. Raster
c. Hybrid
d. Tabular
302.Surveyor should accurately measure, record and interpret all data and offer impartial advice.
Which ethical principle does the statement state ?
a. Honesty and Integrity
b. Independence
c. Care and Competence
d. Duty
303.Bowditch rule for adjustment is used when:
a. Angle and distance are measured with same precision
b. Angle measurement is more precise than distance measurement
c. Distance measurement is more precise than angle measurement
d. None of above
304.Select the correct statement
a. In tangential system of techeometry, the staff is always normal to the line of sight
b. In movable hair method of tacheometry, the parallactic angle is kept constant
c. Anallactic lens can be fitted in internal focusing telescope only
d. In distance measurement using subtense bar, the relative error in calculated distance is
same as that in measured angle, with opposite sign
305.According to the agreement between India and Nepal, total no. of boundary pillars along
Nepal-India border will be :
a. 816
b.8553
c. 8775
d.4563

306.Route survey is required for the purpose of:
a. Finding the most suitable combination of alignment
b. Determining the suitable gradient
c. Selecting the best route between two stations
d. All of the above
307.The approximate formula for radial as well as perpendicular offset according to the tangent
method of laying simple circular curve is:
2
2
a. 𝑥⁄2𝑅
b. 𝑥 ⁄2𝑅
c. 𝑥 ⁄𝑅
d. 𝑥⁄𝑅
308.Which of the following relations is true regarding relation between relation between
deviation angle and polar deflection angle, in lemniscates curve ?
a. Deviation angle is equal to polar deflection angle
b. Deviation angle is three times the polar deflection angle.
c. Polar deflection angle is three times the deviation angle
d. Deviation angle is twice the polar deflection angle

309.After prefeasibility study of hydropower project, the map of canal alignment is prepared at
scale of ………. with contour interval of …………
a. 1:1000, 1 meter
b. 1:10000, 5 to 10 meters
c. 1:2000, 2 to 5 meters
d.1:5000, 5 meters
310.The maximum deflection angle, at angle points, in transmission line should not exceed:
a. 170
b. 550
c. 870
d. 250
311.Zero level for building construction are referenced to:
a. Plinth level
b. Existing ground level
c. Sill level
d. Roof level
A-2
312.In construction survey, we
a. Relocate ground point on the design
b. Relocate design point on the
ground
c. Construct pillor
d. All of the above
313.The method suitable for computing the area when the boundary line departs considerably
from a straight line is
a. Mid-ordinate rule
b. Trapezoidal rule
c. Average ordinate rule
d. Simpson's Rule
314.Total station not operated by remote control at the prism end but is capable of searching the
prism on its own is called:
a. Manual Total station
b. Motorized Total station
c. Robotic Total station
d. Remote Total station
315.The curve fulfilling the condition of ideal transition curve is
a. Cubic Parabola
b. True spiral
c. Simple circular
d. Euler spiral

316.If total change in gradient of vertical curve is negative, then it can be termed as
a. Sag Curve
b. Summit Curve
c. Valley Curve
d. All of above
317.While performing a tacheometric surveying, the telescope of the tacheometer was inclined
upwards. The staff intercepts were read but unfortunately, vertical angle could not be read due
to some technical constraints. Which of the following between instrument station and staff
station could still be attained ?
a. Slope distance
b. Horizontal distance
c. Vertical intercept
d. RL of staff position
318.On a topographic map, the closer the contour lines the
a. Steeper the slope
b. Flatter the land surface
c. Gentler the slope
d. Lower the elevation
319.The area of a quadrilateral ABCD whose co-ordinates are A (4, 10), B(9, 7) C(11, 2) and D(2,
2) is
a. - 45.5
b. 45.5
c. - 91
d. 91
320.While establishing vertical control for topographic mapping, the accuracy in the elevation
should not be degraded below
a. Contour interval
b. Half of contour interval
c. Twice contour interval
d. One fourth of contour interval
321.The surface survey is connected to the underground survey through
a. A shaft
b. an adit
c. both (a) & (b)
nor (b)

d. Neither (a)

322.In plane table survey, inaccessible points may be located by the
a. Radiation method
b. Intersection method
c. Resection method
d. None of above
323.The length of long chord and tangent of a circular curve of radius R will be equal if the angle
of deflection is
a. 300
b. 600
c. 900
d. 1200

333. If tan-1 x + tan-1 y + tan-1 z = then.
2
(a) x + y+ z = xyz
(b) xy + yz + zx = 1
(c) x2 + y2 + 2xy = 1

334.

The value of tan 1050 is
(a) -2- 3

335.

(d) x2 + y2 + z2 + 2xyz = 1

(b) 2+ 3

(c) -2+ 3

The popular equation r2 = 32 cosec  represents :

(d) 2- 3

(a) Circle
336.

The value of
(a) sin-1x

337.



(c) hyperbola

(d) straight line



d
sin 1 x  cos 1 x is :
dx
2
(b)
1 x2

(c)


2

(d) 0

6 x 2  x  15
?
4x 2  4x  3
3x  5
(d)
2x  1

What is the lowest term of the following equation:(a)

338.

(b) Parabola

2x  1
3x  5

39. 2x-1

(b)

3x  5
2x  1

(c)

2x  1
3x  5

1 x
=
2

(a) sin -1 x

(b) cos-1 x

(c) tan-1 x

(d) cot -1 x

339.

The focal distance of a point P on the parabola y2 = 12x in which the ordinate of P is 6 is :
(a) 12
(b) 4
(c) 3
(d) 6

340.

Which of the fractions represent higher percentage ?
11
13
12
(a) 13
(b) 15
(c) 17

341.

The sum of the roots of a quadratic equation. Px2 + qx + r = 0 is given by
𝑞
𝑞
𝑞
𝑝
(a)
(b)
(c) −
(d) 2𝑝

342.

343.

343.

344.

15

(d) 19

𝑝

𝑝

Latitudes are measured from:
(a) 00 to 1800 east ward
(c) 00 to 1800 east ward or west ward

cfwf/ftdf ;"o{ b]lvg] zx/ s'g xf] <
(a) :jL8]gsf] :6sxf]d (b) 8]gdfs{sf] sf]kgx]ug
d:sf]

𝑞

(b) 00 to 900 north ward
(d) 00 to 900 north ward or south ward
(c) gj]{sf] xfd/kmf:6

(d)

/l;ofsf]

Find the sum of the series 1, 2, 3................. up to 100.
(a) 5050
(b) 51000
(c) 5150

(d) 1000

Find the area of a triangle whose siders 3, 4 & 5 cm. repectively.
(a) 15 sq. cm
(b) 12 sq. cm
(c) 8 sq. cm

(d) 6 sq. cm

345. Breath of a house is 4m, its length is two times of its breath and height is there times of it's
breath. Find the volume of the room.
(a) 384 m3
(b) 192 m3
(c) 384 m2
(d) 192 m2
346. In a college, 55% of girls learn arts and the remaining girls are 330 in number. Find the
number of girls in the college.
(a) 225
(b) 1000
(c) 500
(d) Non of the
above

347.

How many triangle are there in the given figure ?

(a) 20

(b) 11

(c) 16

(d) 14

348. A man of the top of the tower 90m high observes a point on the which is 30 √3 m away
from the base of the tower. Find the angle of depression ?
(a) 450
(b) 600
(c) 750
(d) 150
349.

350.

351.

352.

Variance is the square of
(a) Standard deviation (b) mean deviation

(c) mode

(d) median

MS-Word, MS=Excel cfbL tnsf dWo s'g Software cGtu{t k5{ <
(a) System
(b) Application
(c) Operating System

(d) Platform

bf]>f] ;+ljwfg ;ef r'gfjdf ;a} eGbf a9L dtfGt/n] ljhoL x'g] ;+;b sf] x'g\ <
(a) afa'/fd e§/fO{
(b) uug yfkf
(c) /fdrGb| kf}8]n

(d) z'jf; g]DafË

Value of Tan 22.5 + Cot 22.5 is equal to.
(a) 2 √2
(b) √2 -1

(c) 4

(d) 1

$ dL nDafO{ / $ dL= rf}8fO{ ePsf] ! dL ulx/f] vfN8f] 5 . pQm vfN8f]nfO{ $ dL uxL/f] agfpg' kbf{
slt a=dL= df6f] lg:sG5 <

353.

(a) 64
354.

355.

356.

(b) 48

(c) 27

(d) 21

If a + 1/a = -2, find the value of a – 1/a.
(a) 0
(b) 6

(c) 4

(d) 2

If 2 x+1 = 2, the find value of x.
(a) 1
(b) 0

(c)1⁄2

(d) -1

What is the derivative cosecx
(a) -cotx
(b) -cosecxcotx

(c) –cosec2x

(d) –cot2x

357.

If a circle has perimeter of 24 cm, what angle does an arc of 6cm subtend at the center ?
(a) 45 grade
(b) 100 grade
(c) 90 grade
(d) 60 grade

358.

If pth term of an AP is q and qth term is p then value of nth term is
(a) p-q+n
(b) p+q+n
(c) p+q-n

359.

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝐴

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝐵

(d) Non of the above

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝐶

In any triangle ABC, 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 𝑐 then ∆ is :
(a) right angled ∆
(b) equilateral ∆
(c) isosceles ∆

(d) scalene ∆

360. In an election there were two candidates. One of them received 62% of the votes and so
secured a majority of 228 votes. How many voted ?
(a) 380
(b) 620
(c) 950
(d) 475
361.

Which of the following country has a flag with a pointed red maple leaf ?
(a) Austria
(b) Canada
(c) Lebanon
(d) Netherland

362.

Which of the following is not related to Survey ?
(a) GIS
(b) GPS
(c) GDP

(d) GII

363. A dealer gains the selling price of two watches by selling ten watches. What is his
percentage profit ?
(a) 25%
(b) 20%
(c) 15%
(d) 10%
364. The cost of making a telephone a call to Japan is Rs.150 for the first minute and Rs.15 for
each additional 6 seconds. If a telephone call costs Rs.975 fixed the duration of the call in
minutes ?
(a) 4.5
(b) 5.5
(c) 6.3
(d) 6.5
365.

The area of one side of the coin is 3.1415cm2. Find the length of its diameter in cm?
(a) 1.1025
(b) 1.05
(c) 2.0
(d) 2.05

366.

Find the value of x in 2x+3.3x+4 = 18
(a) 1
(b) 2

(c) - 1

(d) – 2

d'u' lhNnfsf] ;b/d'sfdsf] gfd s] xf] <
(a) b'g}
(b) udu9L

(c) wgu9L

(d) dft{8L

9f]/kf6g l;sf/ cf/If s'g lhNnfdf /x]sf] 5 <
(a) DofUbL
(b) afun'Ë

(c) ?s'd

(d) dfyLsf ;a}

367.

368.

368.

369.

The eccentricity of the hyperbola is x2 / 9 – y2 / 16 = -1 is:
(a) 7/5
(b) 5/3
(c) 5/4

(d) Non of the above

If the line is parallel to x-axis, then slope is equal to
(a) 1
(b) √3
(c) 1/√3

(d) 0

370.

Which of the following point does not lie on the line 2y + 5x – 4 = 0 ?
(a) (-0.8, 0)
(b) (-1, 0.5)
(c) (0, 2)
(d) (2, 3)

371.

If the circle touches x and y axis and whose radius is 5 unit then center of circle is
(a) (5, 0)
(b) (0, 5)
(c) (5, 5)
(d) (0, 0)

372.

Under translation T(3, 2) the point (2, 5) becomes
(a) (3, 2)
(b) (6, 10)
(c) (5, 7)

(d) (4, 8)

373. The rectangular coordinate of a point is given (0, -2), then its respective polar coordinate
is
(a) (2, 0)
(b) (2, 𝜋)
(c) (-2, 𝜋/2)
(d) (2, 𝜋/2)
374.

In a Cartesian coordinate system axes x, y and z are at....................... to ecah other.
(a) 450
(b) 900
(c) 1200
(d) 1800

375.

Final the centroid of a triangle whose orthocentre is (-3, 5) and circumcentre is (6, 2).
(a) (1, 2)
(b) (3, 3)
(c) (-2, 3)
(d) (1, -4)

376.

In a triangle if A = 450, B = 600 then the ratio of a : c.
(a) 2 : √3 +1
(b) 2 : √2 + 1
(c) 1 : √3 + 1

(d) 1 : √2 + 1

377. In a triangle a right angle triangle perpendicular is 10cm and base is 5cm. What is its
hypotenuse.
(a) 125 cm
(b) 5√5 cm
(c) 126 cm
(d) 125 cm
378.

Find the acute angle between the lines. x – 3y – 6 = 0 and y = 2x + 5
(a) 450 or 1350
(b) 450
(c) 1350
(d) 600

379.

The sum of interior angle of a closed loop having n side is :
(a) (2n +4) 1800
(b) (2n – 4)1800
(c) (2n +4) 900

(d) (2n – 4) 900

380. From a point P on a level ground, the angle of elevation of the top tower is 300. If the tower
is 100m high, the distance of point P from the foot of the tower is :
(a) 149 m
(b) 156 m
(c) 173 m
(d) 200 m
381. In a triangle ABC, AB=7 cm, BC= 16 cm and area of ABC is 28√3 cm2 then value of
angle ∠𝐴𝐵𝐶 𝑖𝑠:
(a) 300
(b) 450
(c) 600
(d) 900
382.

Which statement is incorrect ?
(a) You can solve for the unknown side in any triangle, if you know the lengths of the other
two sides, by using the Pythagorean theorem.
(b) The hypotenuse is the longest side in a right triangle.
(c) The hypotenuse is always opposite the 900 angle in a right triangle.
(d) The Pythagorean theorem applies to all right triangles.

383.

The total Surface area of solid hemisphere having radius of base of hemisphere is 14 cm.
(a) 616
(b) 1232
(c) 1848
(d) 2464

384.

The surface area of sphere whose volume is cm3 is
2
(a) 18 cm
(b) 22
(c) 7𝜋

385.

9𝜋

(d) 9𝜋

ABCD is a parallelogram in which AB = 3cm BC = 8cm and angle ADC = 600. Then area
of parallelogram ABCD is .

(a) 12

(b) 24√2

(c) 12√3

(d) 24 x2

386.

The sides of a triangle are 5, 6 and 10. Find the length of the longest side of a similar
triangle whose shortest side is 15.
(a) 10
(b) 15
(c) 18
(d) 30

387.

Which of the following lengths are the sides of a right angled triangle ?
(a) 2.4, 3.2, 4
(b) 4.3, 4.4, 4.5
(c) 3.1, 4.2, 4.8
(d) 0.06

388.

If log4 81 = 4, then the value of a is :
(a) 2
(b) 3

389.

390.

(c) 1

(d) 6

The line y = mx + c will be normal to the circle x2 + y2 = a2, if
(a) c = ±√1 + 𝑚2
(b) c = 0
(c) c = -m

(d) c 𝑚

g]kfnsf] ;a} eGbf nfdf] lxdgbL s'g xf] <
(a) nfË6fË
(b)

(d) R5f] /f]Nkf

(c) ;]–kmf]S;'08f]

Internet eGgfn] s] a'lemG5 <
(a) A Large network of networks
Business
(c) Net of System

𝑎

391.

392.

(b) An communication system for
(d) dfyLsf ;a}

Java operating system s'g sDkgLn] z'?jft u/]sf] lyof] <
(a) Oracle
(b) Microsoft
(c) Novell

(d) Sun

393.

Whose trademark is the operating system UNIX ?
(a) Motorola
(b) Microsoft
(c) BELL Laboratories
Tate

394.

Web pages are written using
(a) FTP
(b) HTTP

(d)

(c) HTML

What is full form of FIG ?
(a) Federation of International Geographers.
(b) Federation
Geophysics.
(c) Federation of International Surveyors.
of International Geodesists.

Ashton

(d) URL

395.

396.

397.

3f]8f3f]8L tfn s'g lhNnfdf kb{5 <
(a) s}nfnL
(b) sGrgk'/

(c) bfË

What is the surface area of cube having side 5 cm?
a. 25 sq cm
b. 125 sq cm
c. 150 sq cm

of

International
(d) Federation

(d) ?s'd

d. 625 sq cm
398. Which coordinate of a point in 3D, defined by directed distance form a fixed point?
a. Polar coordinate
b. Cylindrical coordinate
c. Spherical coordinate
d. Cartesian coordinate
399. The WCB of line is 3000 , its quadrantal bearing is…..
a. W 300 N
b. N 300 W
c. W 600 W
d. N 600 W
400. The observation which occurs in middle in a sample is the
a. Median
b. Mean deviation
c. standard deviation
d. Mode
401. Set A and set B have n(A) and n(B) elements respectively. What can be the maximum
number of element in (A U B) ?
a. n(A) –n(B)
b. n(A) + n(B)
c. n(A ∩ B)
d. n(A) + n(B) - n(A ∩ B)
402. What type of image is formed when an object is placed at a distance of 2.5 focal lengths
from a convex mirror?
a. erect and virtual
b. inverted and virtual
c. erect and real
d. inverted and real
403.

Of the following, __________ radiation has the longest wavelength.
a. X-ray
b. microwave
c. ultraviolet
d. infrared
404. Some yellow objects actually absorb yellow light but reflect red and green light. If we
shine yellow light on such a yellow object, it will appear ...... to our eyes.
a. yellow
b. green
c. red
d. black

405.

The sum of deviation of items from their means is always
a. Zero
b. Minimum
c. Maximum
d. depend on nature of items
406. One card is randomly selected from a standard 52 card deck. Find the probability that
the card is an king and or a red card.
a. 1/26
b. 1/13
c. 7/13
d. 15/26
407.

Napier's rule is used for solving
a. spherical triangle
b. Astronomical triangle
c. Right angled spherical triangle
d. Right ascension triangle
408. The unit of power of a lens is
a. Angstrom
b. Dioptre
c. Meter
d. Degree
409. If you are given a height and base of a triangle, which of the following formula is used to
compute area of triangle?
a. ½(base*height)

410.

411.

412.

b. √s(s − a)(s − b)(s − c)
c. ½ bcsinA
d. all of the above
Which of the statement is true ?
a. The angle of incident should be greater than angle of reflection
b. The angle of incident should be less than angle of reflection
c. The angle of incident should be equal to angle of reflection
d. The relation between angle of incident and angle of reflection is guided by refractive
index
The sum of interior angles of a closed traverse of N sides is equal to
a. (N-1)*180
b. (N-2)*180
c. (N+1)*180
d. (N+2)*180
If sin A = 3/5 then, sin 2A is

a. 6/10
b. 16/25
c. 4/5
d. 24/25
413. Volume of Triangular prism of height 10cm and triangular faces of side 3cm, 4cm and 5cm is
a. 100 cm3
b. 75 cm3
c. 120 cm3
d. 60 cm3
414. Full form of LASER is
a. Least Amplitude Signal Emitting Repeater
b. Light Amplified Signal Emitting Repeater
c. Light Auroma by Synthesized Emission of Radiation
d. Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
415. Except visible light which radiation can pass through atmospheric window?
a. Radio
b. Gamma
c. X – ray
d. None of Above
416. Laser is useful in
a. Surgery
b. Industry
c. Survey
d. All of Above

417. q'6L

eGgn] s]nfO{ a'emfpF5 <
s_ Measured Value+ True Value
u_ True Value- Measured Value

418. 0o b]zfGt/ -longitude_
s_ equator
earth

v_ Measured Value- True Value
3_ True Value+ Measured Value

nfO{ s] elgG5 <
v_ origin

420. GIS, sf] k"/f ?k s] xf] <
-s_ General Information system
-u_ Geographic Information system
421. Traverse plotting ug]{ best method s'g
s_ Independent coordinates
u_ consecutive coordinates

u_ Prime meridian

3_ center of

-v_ Geodetic Information system
-3_ Global Information system
xf] <__
v_ Angle & distance
3_ None of above

422. :jtGq

hfFr (Independent check) s;/L ul/G5 <
s_ 5'§} :jtGq gfk lnP/
v_ Mathematical rule k|of]u u/]/
u_ s / v b''j}
3_ None of above

423. Tfnsf

dWo] s'gn] ;j} eGbf sd If]qkmn a'emfpF5 <
s_ /f]kgL
v_ cfgf
u_ k};};};f

424. s'g

oGqjf6 angular measure ug{ ;lsG5 <
s_ Theodolite
v_ Sextant

u_ Abney’s Level

3_ w'/
3_ all of

425. above1:500 scale sf]
s_ 25 cm
426. g]kfndf 8+uf]n
a. 1930

gSzfd 125 cm ePsf] af6f] 1:500 df plot ubf{ slt x'G5 <
v_ 5 cm
u_ 625 cm
3_ 3125cm

;e]{sf] z'?jft slxn] ePsf] lyof] <
b. 1965

c. 1980

d. 2000

427. s'g b'O{ ljGb' jLrsf] 58\s] b'/L (slope distance) l / sloping angle eP
Horizontal Distance slt xf]nf <
a. l Sin

b. l Cos

c. l Tan


428. Curvature / refraction sf] Combine correction slt x'G5 <
a. 0.0785D2
b. 0.06735 D2
c. 0.0112 D2
429. EDM n] s:tf] b'/L
a. Horizontal

lt b'O{ ljGb'x? jLrsf]
d. l— l Sin

d. All of above

dfkg u5{ <
b. Slope

c. Vertical

d. all of above

____________

430. Bearing of line AB is 45o and Bearing of line BC is 120o then what will be the traverse
angle <
a) 165o
b) 75o
c) 255o
d) 315o
431. Telescopic Alidade af6 b'/L gfKg] z'q s'g
a) I*100-I*H
b) I*(100-H)
432. s'g} 6]k tlGsP/
a) nfdf]
433. lkmN8df

elgG5 <

xf] <

c) –I*H+I*100

nfdf] ePsf] /x]5 eg] To;af6 gfkLPsf] b'/L s:tf] x'G5 <
b) 5f]6f]
c) s]xL km/s kb}{g

d) All of above
d) b]Jj/

x'G5

s'g} ;e]{sf] sfo{ ubf{ s;/L ;+rfng ug]{ eGg] k|fljlws ljifo pNn]v ePsf] ljj/0fnfO{ s]

a) SOP

b) TOR

434. s'g ljifo ;e]{ ;+u ;DalGWft 5}g
a) Survey management
c) Business Promote
435. Clinometer af6 s] kl9G5
a) Vertical angle
c) Cosine Value
436. Temperature s:tf]
a) Nominal
437. s'g km/s 5 <
a) Digitization

c) Specification

d) b]Jj/

x'G5

<
b) Project management Survey management
d) ;e]{If0f

<
b) Tangent Value
d) Sine Value

8f6f xf] <
b) Ordinal

c) Interval

d) Ratio

b) Scanning

c) Resolution

d) Area calculation

438. Earth is considered as a Cartographic problem. Why?
a. Centre of earth is unknown

b. True shape of earth is not
geometrical

c. Map is distorted form of Earth
d. All of above
surface
439. If map of 1:10000 is changed to 1:50000, what will happen?
a. 5% enlargement
c. 500% reduction
b. 5% reduction
d. 20% reduction
440. Open window mask is an example of:
a. Negative for line features
c. Negative for area features
b. Positive for line features
d. Positive for area features
441. In 1:25000 scaled map, Building is shown by:
a. Line symbol
c. Area Symbol
b. Point Symbol
d. Text Symbo
442. In topographic map, if name of some location contains “kā”, it pronounced as:
a. क

c. कक

b. का
d. कः
443. In generalization process, which of the following methods is not used?
a. Monumentation
c. Simplification of features
b. Selection
d. Displacement of features
444. Conical projection is suitable for:
a. Rectangular area with greater northc. Circular area near pole
south length
d. All of above
b. Triangular area
445. Which of the following map sheet lies to the right of the sheet no. 2785 13 C?
a. 2785 12 D
c. 2784 16 D
b. 2784 13 D
d. 2685 13 D
446. Which of the following process is suitable for printing the paper money?
a. Letter press
c. Intaglio
b. Lithography
d. None of above

447. The mechanical method of enlargement and reduction is:
a. Process Photography
c. Using squares and grids
b. Proportional Compass
d. Pantograph
448. What type of map product is obtained by scribing?
a. MR positive
c. RR Negative
b. MR Negative
d. RR Postive
449. While displacing, which of the following feature should be given the most priority?
a. Hydrographic features
c. Trigonomeetric points
b. International Boundary
d. Railways
450. Cadastral map is an example of:
a. DIM
c. DCM
b. DLM
d. DTM
451. The space outside the neatline, filled with grid or graticule values in map is called:
a. Map face
c. Margin
b. Border
d. Frame
452. The combination of yellow and magenta give rise to:
a. Green
c. Red
b. Blue
d. Cyan
453. The map sheet numbering system of topographical maps of JICA series is …………related.
a. Graticule
c. Arbitrary
b. Grid
d. Both a and b
454. In contact photography, which original is used?
a. Opaque
c. Semi-Transparent
b. Transparent
d. All of above
455. The scale factor at the central meridian of the MUTM projection is:
a. 0.9999
c. 1
b. 0.9996
d. 0.9994
456. While creating classified choropleth map of district wise population density map of Nepal, if equal
number of observations are to be obtained in each class, which classification method has to be
chosen?
a. Natural break
c. Standard Deviation
b. Equal Interval
d. Quantile
457. Showing the road line in terms of hierarchy is the use of :
a. Interval Scale
b. Ordinal Scale
c. Ratio Scale
d. Nominal Scale

458. Size(Visual variable) has which type of strong perception property?
a. Associative
b. Selective
c. Ordered
d. Quantitative

